






 
AIKTC has a commitment of making a positive difference in people’s lives. We are the pioneers in 

offering equality of opportunity in education and employment. Many of our students are the first learner 

in their families and our college being a co-educational institution has secured a name in the locality 

as ‘safe and secure place for women and female students. Our success in promoting gender equality in 

our staff and students have been supported by a variety of actions and activities outlined below. 

Annual Gender Sensitization Action Plan 

No. Activity/Event Action Plan Tentative Date  

1 Independence Day 

Celebration & 

Poster Making 

Competition 

Activity1: Dress Code – Tricolor Theme (Dress in 

any one of the three colors of Indian Flag) 

Objectives: To foster a sense of patriotism.   

Location/Mode: Offline 

Activity2: Bookmark Making Competition 

(Theme: Patriotic)  

Objectives: To inculcate the reading habits and 

patriotism feeling.  

Location/Mode: Offline 

Activity3: Thematic Books Display 

Objectives: To inculcate the reading habits and 

patriotism feeling.  

Location/Mode: Offline, Central Library 

Activity4: eQuiz1 on “Librarians & Independence 

Day”  

Objectives: To inculcate the reading habits and 

patriotism feeling 

Location/Mode: Online 

August 2022 



 
2 Gender Equality 

Program- 

Ecosystem 

Bamboo 

Workshops for 

Girls and Boys of 

School of 

Architecture 

This workshop will cover the process of working with 

Bamboos and creating a table top light fixture with it. 

There was a part theory covering the logic, Do's and 

Don’ts s, Bamboo Types and Scales with combinations 

of elements in it helping in DESIGNING the fixtures 

and majorly a practical hands-on demonstration of the 

making of the Bamboo fixtures with some exhibition 

for the participants 

January 2023 

3 Gender Equality 

Program- 

Ecosystem Paper 

Workshops for 

Girls and Boys of 

School of 

Architecture 

This workshop will cover the process of working with 

Papers and creating a table top light Furniture with it. 

There was a part theory covering the logic, Do's and 

Don’ts s, Paper Types and Scales with combinations of 

elements in it helping in DESIGNING the Furniture and 

majorly a practical hands-on demonstration of the 

making of the Paper Furniture with some exhibition 

for the participants. 

January 2023 

4 Gender Equality 

Program- 

Ecosystem 

Concrete 

Workshops for 

Girls and Boys of 

School of 

Architecture 

This workshop will cover the process of working with 

concrete s and creating a table top light fixture with it. 

There was a part theory covering the logic, Do's and 

Don’ts s, concrete Types and Scales with combinations 

of elements in it helping in DESIGNING the fixtures 

and majorly a practical hands-on demonstration of the 

making of the concrete fixtures with some exhibition 

for the participants 

 

 

 

 

January 2023 



 
5 Gender Equality 

Program- 

Ecosystem Metal 

Workshops for 

Girls and Boys of 

School of 

Architecture 

This workshop will cover the process of working with 

Metals and creating a table top light fixture with it. 

There will be a part theory covering the logic, Do's and 

Don’ts s, Metal Types and Scales with combinations 

of elements in it helping in DESIGNING the fixtures 

and majorly a practical hands-on demonstration of the 

making of the Metal fixtures with some exhibition for 

the participants 

 January 2023 

6 Female Hygiene 

Program 

The seminar aimed to promote awareness and 

education about women's hygiene management, 

focusing on menstrual health and related topics.  

 January 2023 

 


